HOW TO GET TO MALTFABRIKKEN

BY CAR
When planning your trip, Google Maps is your friend (who gives you travel instructions in your own language).

Maltfabrikkens address is:
Maltvej 8
8400 Ebeltoft

PARKING
The few parking spaces right next to Maltfabrikken are limited to 2 hours, but there are plenty of unlimited spaces on the parking lot just across the road by the white appartments (next to the hotel), and even more a little further down the road by the Frigate (the tall ship).

DRIVING TIME IN DENMARK
Arriving from Germany
Driving time from the German border via E45 ≈ 2 h. 40 min. in normal traffic

Arriving from Germany via Gedser (ferry)
Driving time from Gedser via E47, E20 and E45 is ≈ 4 h. 20 min. in normal traffic

Arriving from Norway via Hirtshals (ferry)
Driving time from Hirtshals via E39 and E45 ≈ 2 h. 10 min. in normal traffic

Arriving from Sweden via Frederikshavn (ferry)
Driving time from Frederikshavn via E45 is ≈ 2 h. 10 min. in normal traffic

Arriving from Sweden via Grenå (ferry)
Driving time from Grenå to Ebeltoft is ≈ 30 min. in normal traffic
Arriving from Sweden via Malmö/Copenhagen Bridge
Driving time from the Malmö Bridge via E20 and E45 ≈ 4 h. in normal traffic

Denmark has no toll roads, except for Storebæltsbroen, the bridge connecting the islands Sealand and Fünen. Price: 245 dkk ≈ € 33 for cars up to 6 meters. Cash (dkk + euro) and most international credit cards are accepted at the toll station. See details on the website for Storebæltsbroen.

An alternative to driving all the way over Fünen is the Molslinjen ferry from Sjælland’s Odde to Aarhus. The total travel time is more or less the same, but you will have less kilometers to drive and a nice break at the ferry. Driving time from the Malmö Bridge to Sjælland’s Odde is ≈ 1 h. 15 min. in normal traffic. A limited number of low price ferry tickets (yellow tickets) are available for early birds, but please note that yellow tickets are non-refundable. All details about booking, pricing and time tables can be found on Molslinjens website. Click on the Danish flag icon in the top right corner for English version (yeah, that’s a bit illogical).

The ferry ride is 1 h. 15 min. Driving time from ferry to Ebeltoft is ≈ 50 min. in normal traffic.

BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT FROM AIRPORTS

FROM AARHUS AIRPORT
Aarhus Airport is small and has just a few international flights. To get you to and from Aarhus Airport a FLEX BUS/CAR service is available. Flex rides have no time table and must be booked in advance. Please contact Maltfabrikken’s team on conference@maltfabrikken.dk if you need a ride from Aarhus Airport, and we will book it for you.

Price for one person is € 8,5 - cheaper if more people share the ride.
The driver accepts credit cards.

FROM BILLUND AIRPORT
Billund Airport is the closest international airport with a large number of flights from all over Europe. Express bus 912X goes directly to and from Billund Airport to Aarhus Central Station 11 times a day, every day of the week (The exceptions marked in the time table are not relevant on the time of the conference).
Tickets
Price € 21.50
You can buy a bus ticket from the driver when you go aboard, but only with cash in dkk. Alternatively you can buy your ticket in advance in the webshop here
The site is available in English.

GETTING FROM AARHUS TO EBELTOFT
Bus 123 goes from Aarhus to Ebeltoft every hour from early morning to late in the evening.
Find the timetable here
There are some exceptions marked in the time table, but none of them are relevant for the days of the conference. When reading the time table, “Hverdag” is weekdays, “Lørdage” is Saturdays and “Søn- og Helligdage” means Sundays and holidays.

Tickets
Tickets are € 12
You can buy a bus ticket from the driver, but only with cash in dkk. Alternatively you can buy your ticket in advance in the webshop here
The site is available in English.
When choosing the zones for the ticket, write ‘Aarhus H’ and ‘Ebeltoft C’.

ARRIVING FROM COPENHAGEN AIRPORT
By train to Aarhus
Take Metro U2 from Copenhagen Airport to Copenhagen Central Station and IC-train from Copenhagen Central Station to Aarhus Central Station. For info and tickets see the DSB website

Tickets
Prices from € 57
When booking your train ticket, choose departure from Kastrup St. and Arrival to Aarhus H and it will be valid for both Metro and train.
Please make sure you have extra time in the airport due to possible waiting time for your covid-19 test (see information about covid-19 regulations in the separate document)

BY BUS TO AARHUS
A very cheap and popular option is KOMBARDO-EXPRESSEN, leaving several times a day from the bus terminal next to Copenhagen Central Station. Take the Metro (leaving every 5-10 minutes, remember to buy a ticket on the platform) from the airport to Copenhagen Central Station. Then, instead of taking the escalators to the station hall, go to the stairs in the opposite end of the platform. The stairs will lead you directly up to the street Tietgensgade and the adjacent Ingerlevsgade where the cheap busses hang out. Ingerslevsgade is easy to find, look for the outdoor climbing wall on the corner.
KOMBARDO-EXPRESSEN is not the only bus service operating from Ingerslevgade, but usually the drivers (and people in general) are nice and helpful if you ask.

Tickets
Prices from € 13.5
Tickets for KOMBARDO-EXPRESSEN must be bought online in advance, and unfortunately the website is in Danish only. We have made a small guide that will take you through the ordering process: see "How to KOMBARDO".
If you're going with this option we recommend that you buy your tickets as soon as you can, as the cheapest tickets sell out first. They are non-refundable, but on the other hand, they are cheap.

KOMBARDO-EXPRESSEN does not go to Aarhus Bus Station (which is undergoing serious renovation at the moment). There is a ten minutes walk from the KOMBARDO-bus stop to the bus station where you will find the bus to Ebeltoft. See the route on a map

**GETTING FROM AARHUS TO EBELTOFT**
Bus 123 goes from Aarhus to Ebeltoft every hour from early morning to late in the evening. Find the timetable here
There are some exceptions marked in the time table, but none of them are relevant for the days of the conference. When reading the time table, “Hverdage” is weekdays, “Lørdage” is Saturdays and “Søn- og Helligdage” mean Sundays and holidays.

**Tickets**
Tickets are €12
You can buy a bus ticket from the driver when you go aboard, but only with cash in dkk. Alternatively you can buy your ticket in advance in the webshop here
The site is available in English.
When choosing the zones for the ticket, write ‘Aarhus H’ and ‘Ebeltoft C’

**GOMORE**
GoMore is a Danish website where people can offer a cheap ride if they're going somewhere and have room for extra passengers. There is often lifts to get between Copenhagen and Aarhus. Most of the rides are offered just a week before, which makes it hard to plan ahead, but sometimes you’re lucky.